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1CHAPTER I
Introduction
Since 1952 when the first political commercial appeared in the presidential election,
political advertising on television has grown rapidly. It has become an indispensable
campaign component for political candidates in the United States. 1 Today it is no longer
possible for candidates to run for major public office without spending a significant
portion of their campaign budget on television advertisement.2 In the 1988 presidential
campaign, the two major party candidates, George Bush and Michael Dukakis, spent $65
million on television advertisements.3 However, the importance of political advertising is
not just reflected by the amount of campaign funds spent on it. Many studies have shown
that political advertising substantially affects the attitudes, thinking and behavior of
voters. 4 Aware of the importance of political advertising in today's electoral politics,
political analysts, communication scholars, and political candidates have done many
studies to determine the content and impact of political advertising. However, little is
known about the actual differences in content of political commercials between
incumbents and challengers.
Background of the Problem
Today, 99 percent of all American households have at least one television set and more
than half have two or more. s Mass penetration of television has made it the most
important communication medium. According to a Roper Organization poll in the mid
1960s, television surpassed newspapers and became the most credible source for world
2news. Roper polls have shown that people in the United States get more information on a
political level about candidates from television than from any other medium.6
With the growth of television, candidates can now go directly to voters without having
to rely on political organizations or other points of contact. Television serves as the
primary means for candidates to reach voters in national elections.7 As Lynda Lee Kaid
noted in the United States the electoral process is dependent on the successful use of
television. Candidates must master television press conferences, debates, news inteIViews
and the creation of political advertising. 8 On the national campaign level where voters
have little contact with presidential candidates, television is especially important to provide
campaign information to voters. Alexander explained that "television has bred a feeling of
intimacy between voter and public official, an intimacy which has led voters to trust their
own impressions about candidates rather than rely on the impressions of outside
commentators." 9 Television provides voters an opportunity to view the candidates in
action, to hear the candidates' positions on issues and to make their own choices by
judging candidates' performance on television. The decline of the political party has also
attribute the importance of television in providing campaign information.
Candidates can communicate with voters through television in various ways.
However, only the paid political advertisement can give candidates direct control of
messages to the electorates. News coverage of campaigns can transfer campaign
information, but it may suffer from some distortion and modification inherent in the
selective process of news reporting .10 Therefore, political advertising is a more important
means of communication because candidates can control what they want voters to know.
Besides forming the most controllable means to communicate with voters, political
advertising also serves other functions and purposes in the political campaign. Political
ads can make an unknown candidate a better known candidate by increasing the
candidate's visibility, and his/her name identification. II These ads can also be very
effective in persuading low involved or late deciding voters. Kaid concluded that
3"political advertising is more effective when the level ofvoter involvement is low." 12 Ads
can also help to define or redefine a candidate's image and develop the campaign issues.
Political ads can help candidates target particular demographic groups by showing their
association with the groups. Ads can be used to reinforce supporters and partisans, and to
raise money for the candidates. Political ads can also be used to attack the opposition. 13
The importance of political advertising on television can be demonstrated by the
amount of money that candidates and political parties have been willing to devote to it. In
fact, an estimated 50 to 75 percent of the budget in major campaigns goes to finance the
political advertising. 14 In 1980, Carter and Reagan each spent close to two thirds of their
$29.4 million budgets on advertising. Approximately $13 million of that was spent on
TV. 1S Political candidates aren't the only ones who spend huge portions of campaign
budgets on political spots. Both major political parties have used advertisements to
promote themselves and their candidates. 16 The sharp increase in the number of political
campaign consultants with expertise in advertising shows that political advertising has
been and will always be an important campaign method in the United States. 17
The impact of political advertising in the electoral process is indisputable. Many
studies have shown that political advertising increases knowledge about candidates and
issues and directly influences voting behavior. 18 According to a poll conducted by the
New York Times and CBS, one-fourth of all voters in the 1988 presidential campaign
admitted that political advertisements were helpful in making decisions. 19 However, many
critics say that television ads fail to provide the voters meaningful information, and
degrade the electoral process by selling candidates as if they were merchandise. Many
people feel television emphasizes image making while ignoring political issues.2o
In the past three decades, much research has been done in the field of political
advertising. Most of these studies focus on the effect of televised ads, the content of ads,
whether issue or image, and possible contributions and dangers to the political system.21
However, only a few studies have been done to determine the content difference of
4televised political ads according to a candidate's position as incumbent or challenger. In a
study conducted by Payne and Bakus who examined 101 senatorial ads from the 1984
election, researchers found that in an "argument" spot, incumbents used more attack
tactics than did challengers. The researchers also concluded that challengers in the North
region of the United States were more issue-oriented in their attack, while incumbents
more often attacked a challenger's personal character.22
Another study, conducted by Kaid and Davidson, analyzed the different videostyles
used by incumbents and challengers. Kaid and Davidson studied fifty-five commercials
from three Senate races in 1982 and found incumbents and challengers differed in style
and strategies in their commercials. Incumbent was represented by longer commercials,
more testimonials, more candidate-positive focused ads, and more formal dress. On the
other hand, the challenger's videostyle included more "candidate head-on" style, and
more casual dress. 23 In a subsequent study, Kaid, Wadsworth and Foote analyzed
political ads used during the 1968, 1972, 1976 and 1980 presidential campaigns in an
attempt to understand the different strategies used by incumbents and challengers. The
results of the studies showed that incumbents often used "symbolic trapping," and stressed
the "legitimacy" of the president. Also incumbents were more likely to be seen working
with world leaders and emphasizing their accomplishments. Challengers, on the other
hand, often called for changes and took the offensive position on issues. 24
Earlier studies have indicated that there are some differences in political ads between
incumbents and challengers. However, little is known about incumbent-challenger
differences in political ads in the 1992 presidential election. Therefore, research is needed
to understand the 1992 presidential commercials and the difference in television ad
content between incumbent George Bush, and challengers Bill Clinton and Ross Perot.
5Statement of the Problem
Despite the apparent impact of television on the political process, and despite all the
studies that have been done in the field of political advertising. There is little information
available about the content of political advertising in the 1992 presidential election. In
particular, little is known about the difference in advertising content between incumbent
George Bush and challengers Bill Clinton and Ross Perot. The 1992 presidential election
was the first time in many years that the third party candidate occupied an important role
in the race. Also it was the first time a Democrat candidate was elected since Jimmy
Carter in 1978. Both challengers, Bill Clinton and Ross Perot, used many televised
political spots to communicate to the electorate. Facing two very competent challengers,
the incumbent, George Bush, also used the electronic media heavily to convince voters to
reelect him. Therefore, it will be interesting to learn how these candidates communicated
with voters through their paid political spots, what were strategies they used, and what the
differences were in ads between incumbents and challengers.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to understand and obtain information on the content of
1992 presidentia~ commercials with a focus on differences between incumbent and
challenger advertising.
Research Objectives.
There are several research objectives in this thesis: (1) This study examines whether or
not the dominant speaker in political advertising is different between the incumbent and
challengers. (2) This study is seeking information about the different types of content:
issue, image or both, used in the 1992 presidential commercials. The researchers will
identify the difference in type of content in political advertising between incumbent and
challeng.er. (3) This study will obtain information about the different appeals used in the
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6commercials: partisanship appeal, issue-related appeal with vague policy position, issue-
related appeal with specific policy position, issue-related appeal without mentioning the
candidate's policy position, personal character of candidate, group reference, and criticism
against opponent. The researchers will identify the different use of appeal between
incumbent and challenger. (4) The researchers will identify positive and negative
political advertising, and different strategy of negative political advertising with focus on
the difference between incumbent and challenger. (5) The researcher will acquire
information of different strategies presented in the political commercials and identify the
difference between incumbent and challengers in the 1992 presidential election. (6) The
study will also reveal the issues that appeared in the sample political commercials in the
1992 presidential election.
Methodology
This study used content analysis to examine 70 different political commercials from
incumbent President George Bush, and challengers Bill Clinton and Ross Perot in the 1992
general election campaign. These political spots were obtained from the Political
Commercial Archive in the Department of Communication at the University of Oklahoma.
Political Commercial Archive obtains the largest and most complete set of presidential ads
in the world. 26 Thus the advertising collection examined in this study was assumed to be
relatively complete and representative of all incumbent and challenger political
commercials during the 1992 presidential election. The units of analysis in this study are
the political commercials themselves. The researchers will exam each commercial spot to
identify the type of speaker, content, direction, appeals, strategy of negative advertising,
and strategy ofads. With the information obtained, the researchers will also make a
comparison between incumbent and challenger.
7Significance of the Study
In the past four decades, the paid political advertising of each presidential election have
been carefully studied and analyzed. Studies have shown that incumbent and challenger
do differ in style and strategy used in their political commercials. This study will provide
updated information on the content of 1992 presidential political commercials with
emphasis on the difference between incumbent and challenger advertising. The result of
this study will provide valuable information for political candidates, campaign consultants,
political analysts, political teachers, students and scholars. The general public themselves
will also benefit from a better understanding of the political process and the use of
television to influence voters. The result of this study can be used as a reference for
campaign consultants and political candidates to prepare for the next political election.
Limitations
Because of the continuing development and changes of television, this study is limited
to the stated time period. The result of this analysis may not apply to later political
advertising and campaigns. The personality of candidates and the different campaign
situations can affect the content of political commercials too. Since this study analyzes
only the 1992 presidential political commercials, the results may not apply to candidates
and campaigns in different situations or lower level elections.
Organization of the Study
Chapter II, the literature review, briefly describes the development of political
advertising before the use of television as a political campaign medium. This chapter
discusses the importance of television in today's electoral politics, discusses previous
studies that have been done in the field of political advertising, and discusses and identifies
congressional studies which are related to incumbents and challengers.
Chapter III explains the research methodology of the study.
Chapter IV reports the findings and the results of statistical analysis.
Chapter V is the summary of the study. Conclusions are presented and
recommendations for further studies are suggested.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Overview
This chapter contains five sections. The first section describes varied advertising
and campaign methods that were used by political candidates before television became the
major campaign medium. The second section explains the influence oftelevision on
today's electoral politics and its impact on political campaign. The third section examines
the importance of televised political advertising in tenns of money spent on political spots,
the content, and the effect of political commercials. The fourth section describes the
political implication of candidates' running positions in terms of advantages and resources
available to incumbents and challengers. The final section focuses on the different
campaign strategies which are used by incumbents and challengers.
From Broadside to Television
As a candidate for the House ofBurgesses in Virginia, George Washington attracted
the attention ofvoters by offering them wine, punch, cider and beer. According to
Jamieson, the food, drink and torch light parades were among the earliest form of political
advertising. l These "treats" lured voters with the promise offood and drink, and torch
light parades attracted them with the promise of entertainment. From the inception of the
Republic to the early twentieth century, political parades continued to be a major
12
campaign method in presidential elections.2 A reporter for Leslie's weekly estimated that
"in the presidential campaign of 1904 several million dollars were spent for flags, banners,
uniforms, torches, buttons, canvas, muslin and paint... ,,3
Political advertising is no doubt as old as political communication. Jamieson stated
that from the nation's first contested election in 1796, the Federalists used handbills to
attack Jefferson as an atheist and an enemy of the constitution. On the other hand, the
Republican handbill praised Jefferson as a Republican and denounced Adams as a
monarchist. By the election of 1828, newspapers and handbills were the primary means of
associating specific electors with a specific candidate.4 According to Wm. David Sloan
that as the party system emerged, the press was viewed as a spokesperson of the party,
and a major instrument in influencing public opinion to gain political dominance. S Today,
politicians purchase space in newspapers for their political advertisements, but during the
nineteenth century, the partisan press acted as a political propaganda tool for the party and
for the party supported presidential candidates.6
Cartoons were also used by politicians in the 19th century as an advertising instrument.
Today, most people associate cartoons with newspapers and magazines, but before the
1870s, cartoons could actually be purchased at a publisher's counter or in the streets.
Cartoons that attacked the opposition were widely distributed. 7
Champaign songs and chants were another famous form of political advertising.
Jamieson stated that political songs and chants often fleshed out the skeletal claims of the
banners and flags. 8 Like the modem political spots, campaign songs helped build
recognition of candidates, personalized the candidates, and carried messages of support
13
and attack.9 According to Jamieson, one major advantage of campaign songs over
banners and handbills was that songs could reach the illiterate voters. 10
Perhaps the most famous negative political chant was the one used against Democratic
candidate Governor Cleveland in 1884. Cleveland admitted that he may have fathered an
illegitimate child, and his opponents took up the chant "Ma, Ma, where's my Pa? Gone to
the White House, Ha Ha Ha. ,,11
Flag banners were also a popular political advertising method as early as 1840 and
prevailed until 1905 when Congress prohibited the use of compromising portraits or marks
on a flag. Candidates' portraits were inserted into the flag banner and the slogans or
symbols were painted on the bars. The banners seldom noted either the candidate's party
or the year of the election. Instead, a portrait or a symbol identified the candidate. 12
Throughout most of the nineteenth century, political advertising was printed on
bandannas, handkerchiefs, tablecloths and coverlets. Supporters often showed their
loyalties to candidates by waving and carrying the kerchiefs and bandannas with them in
public and in private. 13
According to Jamieson, around the mid-nineteenth century, patriotic envelopes bearing
pictures of American flags, the American eagle, or the symbol of unity appeared. 14
Jamieson wrote that when candidates' symbols were popularized and printed on these
envelopes, political direct mail was born. IS Today candidates use direct mail to raise funds
and to send messages to voters.
The political speech has always been a popular political campaign method, especially
during the nineteenth century. 16 Politicians traveled thousand ofmiles to meet and speak
to voters. The political speech gives candidates a chance to talk to voters directly and
14
make personal contact with voters. Speaking in the town hall and facing voters directly is
no doubt the most popular and favorite campaign method during the 19th century.
Then radio entered the political scene in 1920. By 1924, America had three million
radi,o receivers, and in 1935 ten times that number existed. 17 With the development of
radio, politicians no longer had to travel thousands of miles to the local town hall to speak
to voters. Instead candidates could speak to an audience of millions at the same time
through radio. People do not gather in town hall or town squares, but instead, listen to
speeches in their own living rooms or cars. 18 Over the course of 100 days during the
campaign of 1896, William Jennings Bryan made 600 speeches in 27 states and traveled
over 18,000 miles to reach 5,000,000 peqple. On the other hand, Franklin Delano
Roosevelt reached twelve times that number by delivering a single "fireside chat" via
radio. 19 Radio has also changed the way politicians deliver political speeches. Presidential
candidates speak in the radio with a soft and friendly manner as if they were talking to
voters personally.20
In the early days of radio, the simple fact of candidates speaking on the radio held
people's attention. However, with improved programming on more channels, people were
attracted by entertainment programs rather than political speeches. Therefore hour-long
speeches gave way to the half hour speech and half hour speeches often used political
songs and skits to attract the audiences. 21 Politicians' preference for shorter political
speeches was also caused by the increased cost of radio time.22
In the 1924 presidential election, Republicans spent $120,000 on radio, while
Democrats spent $40,000. The Republican candidate Coolidge won. Four years later in
15
1928, the first political spot appeared when the GOP organized a 6,000 "Minute Man" all
over the country to promote the Republican presidential candidates. 23
Any medium that can transmit messages to a mass audience can be used for political
advertising. Therefore, newsreels and films were created by talented Hollywood
producers to advertise the political candidates. 24 In the 1934 California gubernatorial
election, newsreels attacking candidate Sinclair were distributed to every movie house in
the state. In the newsreels, actors playing ordinary citizens expressed concern and outrage
at the prospect of Sinclair's election.2s In the 1948 presidential election, documentary
films created for Truman and Dewey were similar to documentary commercials. This
documentary film was so successful that the director of public relations for the Democratic
National Committee claimed, "It was probably the most important and most successful
publicity break in the entire campaign...26
World War II delayed the development of television. However, television grew rapidly
after the war. In 1952 there were nineteen million television sets in America, and almost
forty percent of households could receive television signals. 27 1952 was an important year
in the study of political advertising because in this year, the first presidential political spot
appeared on television. Since then televised political advertising has played an important
role in presidential campaigns.
In the 1952 election, the Republican candidate was the popular General Dwight D.
Eisenhower, and Adlai Stevenson, governor of Illinois, was running for the Democrats.
Stevenson needed the help of television because a poll showed only a third of the voters
knew who he was. According to the same poll, Eisenhower was the most admired living
American.28 Democrats spent $1.5 million to broadcast 18.5 hour speeches by Stevenson
16
and other famous Democrats. However, the drawback of this type of advertising plan was
that the speeches attracted only an average of 3.8 million people, and these audiences
were probably already favoring Stevenson.29 On the other hand, Republicans hired famous
ad man Rosser Reeves to produce ads for Eisenhower. Through the magic ofMadison
Avenue, the biography of General Eisenhower appeared. Short commercials used Walt
Disney cartoons and music to emphasize the theme Itl like Ike." Then there was the
famous "Eisenhower Answering America" series.30 While the spots were the major
innovation in the 1952 election, the Republicans also tried various paid programs and
political speeches to advertise their candidates. In fact, Nixon's "checker's speech" was
considered to be one of the most effective political advertisements of our time. 31
As Diamond and Bates noted the television campaign of 1952 may not have been the
determining factor in the Eisenhower-Nixon victory, but television did initiate a major
change in political campaigns. The Truman style ofwhistle-stop tours were about to
become history and the radio age was ending. 32
Television and Election Process
As political campaigning entered the age of television, politicians quickly adopted the
new medium. Theodore H. White wrote in America in Search of Itself: The Making of
President, "American politics and television are now so completely locked together that it
is impossible to tell the story of one without the other. ,,33 Television not only influences
viewers' perception of politics, but it also significantly alters the campaign process and the
electoral politics themselves.34
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One ofthe changes that occurred due to television's domination of the election process
was the de~lineof the party's influence on voter tumout.3S With the help ofmass media,
candidates can appeal directly to their voters. Through television news coverage, political
spots and debates, voters can receive information about the character of candidates,
candidates' stands on issues, and their qualification for office.36 According to Kraus the
decline of the party's influence on voting decision coincides with an increase in exposure
to politics on television.37 Most voters rely on television for political information, and the
voters' perception about the candidates received through television often helps them make
the voting decision. 38
The influence of television on today's presidential campaigns has also changed the
selection ofcandidates and issues significantly.39 Television has pre-empted the party's
role in the presidential selection process. During the primary, candidates can use
television to gain enonnous exposure and support long before conventions take place.40
Television can make unknown candidates fairly well known. Senator Estes Kefauver, for
example, was made a national figure overnight by television coverage of his crime
committee's investigations. 41 According to Langs that "the increasing exposure to politics
on television has made voters concern themselves more about issues addressed by political
advertising, news coverage and television debates...42 The personality of candidates and
issues have become two major cues for voters to make their decision.
The most important effect of television probably is its ability to present an image of
candidates and to provide voters a sense of the reality of political events. Kurt and Gladys
stated that watching something on television makes people think "that they see for
themselves; they are directly involved in history; television takes them to the scene... ; that
18
they have a clearer picture ofwhat is going on than people right there.· ..43 Television has
created a sense of reality and a feeling of intimacy between voters and political officials.
The visual component of television allows voters to have a closer look at candidates,
watch candidates -in action, and hear candidates address them directly.44
Many researchers still argue over whether television changes or merely reinforces
opinions. But they generally agree that it can promote familiarity with an image, whether
real or manufactured, with considerable success.45 Politicians have long believed that face
to face contact with voters is the most effective way to campaign.46
However, appearing on the living room's box only a few feet away from the constituents
is surely next best.47
Panney stated that with television's emphasis on image, the medium has influenced the
electoral politics in the ways campaigns are conducted and in the kinds of candidates to be
elected.48 Often a presidential campaign is coordinated with media schedule. In the
campaign headquarters, voters' demographic maps are replaced by the media marketing
map.49 According to Robert AgranotI: the impact of television on elections is that "the
campaign must be planned and organized around the media schedule. The event to be
covered must meet the news deadline of the radio and TV stations. ,,50 In fact, Kellner said
that "many presidential candidates fly from airport to airport, holding press conferences
and doing interviews with media personalities, rather than actually speaking or meeting
with live voters. ,,51
In addition, the ability to perform on television has become one very important criteria
in assessing potentially successful candidates.52 Minow stated that a political candidate is
likely to rise faster and further if he "comes across" well on television. ,,53 Minow wrote in
19
Presidential Television, "Citizens in the television age expect their leader to be reasonably
pleasing to the eye and to be capable of a confidence inspiring television presentation...54
Roger Ailes, one ofNixon's media advisers in the 1968 election stated, "This is the
beginning of a whole new concept. This is it. This is the way they'll be elected
forevermore. The next guys will have to be performers"55 However, many critics have
blamed television for shifting the emphasis from issues to images in political campaigns. 56
Often political advertising is accused of the destruction of the political system by its
emphasis of personalities and image over issues. 57
The Importance ofPolitical Commercials
There is no doubt that television greatly impacts today's electoral politics. And one
form of television communication which has become a dominant campaign method and
most favored by political candidates is the political commercial. Since Eisenhower's initial
use of political spots in the 1952 presidential election, politicians have quickly exploited
paid television advertising as a favorite means of campaign communication. 58 The use of
political commercials has grown at such a rapid rate that today it is impossible for
politicians to run for major offices without spending huge amounts of their campaign
budget on political spots. 59 Also, there are increasing numbers of political consultants
with advertising and media experience. Politicians and political consultants are not the
only ones who believe the effect of political advertising. Many studies have shown that
political commercials do affect voters' attitudes and behavior.60
The importance of political commercials can be shown through the increasing amount
of money that political candidates and parties spend on political spots. In 1964, political
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candidates spent $24.6 million on radio and television ads. By 1968, $44.8 million was
charged for spot announcements. In four years, political candidates spent about twice as
much on political advertising as candidates in 1964.61 In 1972 candidates for all levels of
office spent a total of $59.6 million for television ads.62 Then in the 1980 campaign,
Ronald Reagan spent $13 million, about 70 percent of his advertising money, on television
ads. In fact, an estimated 50 to 75 percent of the budget in major campaigns goes to
electronic advertising.63 Political parties have also recognized the importance of political
advertising and increased their investments on political spots to promote the party and its
candidates.64 In the 1980 campaign, the Republican party spent $1 0 million to produce
and air institutional ads. Both the Republican and Democrat parties have full staff
production facilities to produce ads for the party and its candidates.65
Why have political candidates spent so much money on producing and airing political
commercials? According to Delvin, political commercials have many different functions
and purposes. Political ads can be used to make an unknown candidate better known.
For example, McGovern, Carter, and Bush all used television extensively to become better
known in their primary campaigns.66 Political ads can target late-deciding or low interest
voters. For low interest and late-deciding voters, political commercials are likely to be
their main campaign information source.67 Linda Kaid concluded in her research that
"political advertising is more effective when the level ofvoter involvement is low. ,,68
Political ads reinforce supporters and attack opponents, and candidates also use ads to
develop and explain issues.69 Patterson and McClure concluded in their analysis of the
1972 presidential commercials that ads were primarily oriented toward communicating
substantive candidate issue positions.70 Ads are used to target particular demographic
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groups by showing candidates associated with certain groups. Political ads also can
redefine and improve the candidates' images, and can be used to raise money. 71
McGovern, in 1972, used ads to appeal for campaign contributions. Voters did, in fact,
send in money, and McGovern paid for his television commercials mainly through the
appeal at the end of his ads. 72
According to Diamond, political commercials serve different functions at various
stages in a campaign.73 In the first phase of campaign, the "identification spots" are used
to establish name recognition. As campaigns proceed, ads are used to stress the
candidate's issues, standards and the virtue of his or her personal characteristics. Once the
candidate's name, personality and ideas are known by voters, the campaign enters the third
stage, negative advertising. Negative ads often attack the image, record and policy of the
opponents. In the final stage of the campaign, candidates use ads to tell voters what their
candidacy has represented, and appeal for voter support. 74
According to Richard Joslyn, the content of political commercials also reveal the nature
of the American electoral process. The researcher believed that one can learn about the
nature of electoral choices by studying the appeals made in commercials. 75 Joslyn said that
ads containing prospective policy gave voters a chance to evaluate the candidates' policy
positions. 76 Ads containing retrospective policy appeal allowed voters to reevaluate an
incumbent's job performance. Political ads sometimes de-emphasized policy significance
and stressed the leadership qualities of the various candidates to voters (benevolent leader
appeal). Finally, ads using the ritual appeal showed that elections may serve to legitimate
prevailing political values and beliefs.77
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Based on a sample of 506 televised political ads, Joslyn found fifty-seven percent of
ads contained benevolent leader appeals which had an explicit reference to the personal
characteristic of candidates. Sixty percent ofads contained retrospective policy appeals in
which ads attempted to claim credit, place blame, and raise issues about performance in
office. Election as ritual appeal ranked third in all 506 ads and the prospective policy
choice approach appeared least. According to the results, Joslyn concluded that election
outcomes more likely indicated the type of person preferred by American voters for public
offices.78 He said that "the world oftelevised campaign commercials is much more likely
to delimit citizen understanding to perceptions of candidate personality and the
recognition ofcultural icon and values than to an appreciation of policy alternatives. ,,79
Another explanation of the increasing magnitude of political advertising in presidential
elections is that ads affect viewers. 8o Many studies have shown that political advertising
substantially affects the cognition, attitudes, and behavior ofvoters. 81 A study conducted
by Charles Atkin and Gary Heald showed that political commercials increase voter
knowledge about the candidates and issues, set issue agenda for the campaign, stimulate
the electorate's political interest, produce more positive affect toward the candidate's
image, and intensify polarization of evaluations of the candidates.82
Many researchers and political observers believed that voters would gain political
knowledge from repeated political commercials.83 Kaid stated that political commercials
contain substantial issue information, that ads can overcome selective exposure and that it
probably has their greatest effect in increasing knowledge about candidates and issues.
She argued that political advertising is most influential when the voter's involvement in the
election is low;~;' In a study of two gubernatorial campaigns, Atkin, Bowen, Nayman and
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Sheinkopffound that voters felt they learned substantive information about candidates'
qualifications and issue positions from TV ads. 8s
McClure and Patterson stated in their study that the political ad has the advantage to
reach voters· who normally would give little attention to political messages. On the other
hand, television news reaches a smaller and a more informed and interested audience.
McClure and Patterson found that political ads in the 1972 presidential campaign
contained more issue information than did television news. The researchers concluded
that political ads rather than news were the primary source of information about election
issues for U.S. voters. Seventy-five percent of the voters who could recall seeing a
political ad during the I972 presidential election campaign could correctly iden~ify the ad's
message. However McClure and Patterson discovered that political advertising had its
strongest impact on issue awareness for voters who had a low exposure to newspapers
and television news. The researchers also found that exposure to political advertising was
consistently related to voter belief change_ 86 .
The viewers' growth in political knowledge is also related to their motivation in
watching the ads. The message and receiver conditions facilitating political knowledge
acquisition have been identified in several advertising studies. 87 In their study of the uses
and effects of political advertising, Atkin et ale found that voters who have information-
seeking motivation learn more about each candidate than captive audiences.88 In 1983,
Garamone found that audiences could be "primed" for the type of information they should
tIget out of' the ads.89
The potential of political commercials for setting agenda and transmitting issue
information to the electorate is documented by many researchers. In many of the content
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analysis studies, researchers have found the issue content of political commercials to be
quite high. 90 Patterson and McClure reported that 42% ofthe 1972 election commercials
were primarily issue communications, while another 280/0 contained substantial issue
material.91 Hofstetter and Zukin found that 85% of the political commercials contained
some information about issues.92 Bowers found strong relationships between the content
of political ads and voters' perceptions of which campaign issues were most important.93
In the content analysis of the 1980 presidential primary campaigns, Shyles found that
political commercials did indeed reflect the issue concerns of the candidates and of the
country during the presidential campaign.94 Shyles defined issues as "current topics linked
to the national interest. ,,95 In the 1980 presidential election, the hot issues during the
campaign were: national well-being, economy, energy, foreign policy and relations,
domestic and national security, and government management.
The researchers also discovered that there are different presentation styles for image
and issue ads. The study showed that issue spots tend to use relatively straightforward
formats featuring formally dressed candidates talking directly to the camera. By contrast,
image spots tend to use a more slickly-packaged approach featuring still pictures of
candidates with announcer voice-over, or, visual and voice ofcitizens and stirring music.96
Using the content of 156 televised commercials from presidential, gubernational,
senatorial and congressional campaigns, Joslyn categorized ads into four groups:
partisanship, issue content, candidate qualities and group reference.97 The study showed
that 77% of ads are issue-related, although much of those commercials revealed either
nothing at all about the candidate's position on the issue or revealed only a vague issue
position.98 The second and third most prevailing type of ad content is the candidate's
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personal qualities, and group references. The partisan information is the least prevalent ad
content. In recent years, ads have become less partisan, contai~ less information on issues
and contain more group related appeals.99
It is not unusual that many commercials contain issue information but few present
specific policy position because media consultants claim that issues are important only as a
means of selling image. 100 Bennett noted that candidates must address policy issues, but
only in very general terms and primarily for symbolic reasons. Bennett believed that issues
are used to build up images, and the candidates' specific issue stand on policy and issues is
counterproductive. 101 Nimmo argued that "messages which present only vague issue
positions allow voters to project their own needs and desires into those messages, while
too much specificity precludes that possibility and is likely to alienate certain special
interest groups. ,,102 The intention ofusing issue to build up image was found in the 1982
Idaho gubernatorial campaign. The Republican candidate Phil Batt's political ads focused
on specific policy issues in an attempt to build a positive public image. 103
However, some empirical studies have shown that presidential candidates are willing to
reveal specific policy proposals, and policy preferences. 104 A major study ofU.S. public
opinion showed that candidates had an increased willingness to present voters a distinct
position on issues. 105
Like Beneet, Nimmo and Rudd, some scholars are suspicious about the spots' function
in agenda setting and conveying issue information to the electorates. These scholars seem
to agree that televised political spots are preoccupied with images at the expense of
issues. 106 New York Times columnist James Reston wrote, "Instead of the old-fashioned
emphasis on what a candidate thinks, or what he says, the emphasis now seems to be on
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how he looks, especially on television, and on what kind of personality he hasnIO'
Television's unique ability to create a sense of intimacy and its emphasis on image has
resulted in many criticisms of political spots. Political commercials are often accused of
selling candidates like soap, creating the image of a candidate with little relation to reality
and the destruction of the political system by emphasizing personalities over issues. 108
The impact of political commercials on a candidate's image has also been studied by
several researchers. Cundy reported in his study that political advertising can make a
significant impact on a voter's perception of the candidate's image. Cundy concluded that
political advertising will be most effective early in the campaign when the voters have little
prior knowledge about the candidate, and in lower level races where the candidates are
not heavily covered by the media. 109 Therefore if the candidate is able to create a positive
image early on in the campaign, the political ads could function as a buffer to any attack
from the opposition. 110
The effect of political commercials is a major trend of studies in the field of political
communication. Except for a few studies mentioned earlier, many researchers have used
candidate evaluation, recall of commercial content and likelihood ofvoting for the
candidate to evaluate the effect of political spots. III In 1978 Kaid and Sanders found that
subjects could recall more of the content of the ads in image ads, and issue ads resulted in
a higher evaluation of the candidates. The authors also compared the effect of
commercials between five minutes and sixty seconds in length. Kaid and Sanders found
no significant difference in recall of content between the two type of commercials.
However, the candidates received higher evaluations in the five minute commercials
compared with the shorter ones. 112
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In another study comparing the different types and lengths of commercials on name
recall of the candidate, Kaid found that image commercials resulted in higher name
recognition of the candidates than did issue commercials. 113 They found no significant
difference in name identification between five minute and sixty-second commercials. 114
In recent years, negative advertising has received increasing attention from political
consultants and researchers. Many scholars have studied the effect and content of the
negative political commercials. According to Sabato, one third of all spot commercials in
recent political campaigns were negative ads and there is a trend of increasing negative
advertising. liS Joslyn's study of 506 political ads showed that 23 percent of those ads had
blame-placing focus. 116 In the 1988 presidential campaign, negative advertising was so
prevalent that hosts of researchers and political observers considered 1988 as the year of
the negative ad. It was estimated that 60-70% of all political ads in the 1988 presidential
campaign contained mudslinging messages. 117
Many reasons have been suggested for the increased use of negative advertising during
presidential elections. The most obvious reason is that negative ads appear to be
effective. 118 Many political consultants believe that negative ads can inform the public,
and people tend to remember negative ads more than other types ofads. 119 Kern
suggested in her book, 30-second Politics, that negative advertising is effective because it
evoked voters' fear and anxiety. 120
The use ofnegative ads has become a controversial topic among political
communication researchers. Some researchers believed that negative advertising resulted
in voters' backlash, 121 but some said political advertising is the hallmark of American
media politics. 122 Several studies have shown that negative advertising may have a
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backlash effect on the sponsor ofthe negative ad. In a 1982 Michigan telephone survey,
Garramone discovered that 75% ofthe voters had negative feelings toward the sponsoring
candidate and were more positive toward the targeted candidate. l23 Merritt found that
negative commercials in a 1982 California state election resulted in the voters' negative
response toward the sponsor rather than toward the targeted candidate. 124 Voters highly
involved in a political campaign, and with higher education and higher socioeconomic
status perceived the negative ads as unethical and less truthful. Partisanship and the
voter's predisposition toward the candidate also affect the voter's perception toward the
negative advertising. 125 In an experiment exploring the roles of sponsorship and rebuttal in
negative political advertising, Garramone noted that independent sponsorship was more
effective than candidate sponsorship. Independent sponsorship can increase the effect
against the targeted candidate and reduce backlash effect against the supported candidate.
Rebuttal ads by the targeted candidate can increase backlash against the opponent, but fail
to influence perceptions of the target. 126 Several studies have shown that negative ads are
more successful when they attack an issue rather than an image. 127 One study done during
the 1988 senatorial elections showed that attacks were effective with voters. However,
negative ads were more effective when launched against stands on issues than on the
h f h I- - - 128C aracter 0 t e po Itlclans.
In a study of 1988 presidential commercials, Kaid and Johnston compared the
difference in ad content between positive and negative commercials. The researchers
found that both positive and negative ads rely heavily on emotional appeal and negative
ads more likely to use fear appeal. Negative ads contain more issue information than do
positive ads, and both negative and positive ads contain the same amount of information
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about the candidate's image. According to the result, the most popular strategy used in
negative ads is humor or ridicule. In the 1988 presidential campaign, most strategies used
in the negative ads linked the opponent with undesirable images or issues. 129
A candidate's running position also affects the content of hislher political commercials.
In a study of newspaper political advertising in a state election, Latimer found that
challengers who won used many policy oriented ads and winning incumbents emphasized
their personal character more than did the losing incumbent. 13o Payne and Baukus
examined 101 ads from a 1984 senatorial election and found different patterns and
strategies were used between incumbents and challengers. The study showed that both
incumbents and challengers used many argument spots while the attack strategy was more
popular with the incumbents. Payne and Baukus noted that challengers in the Northern
part of the country take a more offensive position on issues and incumbents use more
personal attacks on the challengers in their negative ads. 131
Video style of the political commercial also varies by different position of candidates.
Kaid and Davidson analyzed fifty-five commercials from three Senate races in 1982
showing that challengers used more short, twenty and thirty second commercials than
incumbents. Further, incumbent ads had ninety percent positive focus and challenger ads
were almost evenly split between positive and negative ads. Both challengers and
incumbents have distinct differences in their video style. According to the study,
incumbents "use longer commercials; use more testimonials, use more candidate-positive
focus; use more slides with print; dress more formally; were represented by an announcer
or other voice; verbally and visually stresses competence." On the other hand, challengers
"use more opposition-negative focus in ads; use cinema verite style; use ads where
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candidate appears 'head-on'; use more frequent eye contact with camera and audience;
dress more casually; speak for selfmore frequently--are not represented by a surrogate... 132
In another study of ads used by Carter and Nixon during the 1968, 1972, 1976 and
1980 campaigns, Kaid, Wadsworth, and Foote found different campaign strategies can be
identified with incumbents and challengers. 133 The researchers found that incumbents
often used the trappings of the office, emphasizing legitimacy of the office, often
appearing with world leaders in their ads, and emphasizing their accomplishments in the
administration. Furthermore, incumbents relied more on documentaries, introspection and
issue dramatization ads. On the other hand, challengers often called for changes and took
an offensive position on issues. Challengers used more introspection and opposition-
focused ads. 134
Examining presidential political ads from 1952 to 1984, Anne Johnston Wadsworth
found that in general, presidential ads were designed to evoke voters' emotional appeal.
Presidential ads were designed to make voters feel about an issue rather than to learn
something about an issu~. The researcher found that incumbents and challengers' video
style, format, rhetorical styles and strategies in the ads were reflected by their running
positions. Incumbents focused on their legitimacy for the presidency and stressed their
competence and accomplishment in their ads. On the other hand, presidential challengers
tended to talk to voters directly in their ads. Unlike incumbents, challengers focused on
the issues and attempted to show voters the shortcomings of the administration's policies.
The result showed that incumbents used more testimonials and the opposition focused on
formats; incumbents used an emotional appeal more than challengers; focus on personality
characteristics more; used more cinema verite; and often used anonymous announcers. On
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the other hand, challengers used more introspection and question-and-answer formats;
made more use of logical appeals than incumbents; focused on issue concerns and used
more candidate head on technique. 135
The Advantage of Incumbency
A famous Chinese war strategy says the key to the victory is to understand yourself
and your enemy well. In a political election, a candidate needs to know the political
implication ofhis or her running position in order to launch a successful political
campaign. Traditionally, the incumbent's position possesses more advantages in a
campaign than that of the challenger. Some of the advantages which congressional
incumbents enjoy over challengers have been described. Incumbents find it is easier to
acquire campaign resources such as party support, issue information, groups
endorsements, money, and campaign workers. Incumbents also benefit from
congressional privilege such as the postage frank and the use of subsidized television and
radio recording facilities. Such privileges give incumbents greater resources to carry out a
successful campaign. 136
In the past fifteen years, many researchers have studied incumbency advantages.
Although many of these studies come from congressional elections and not from
presidential campaigns, they provide insight into why incumbents and challengers
· deffi I 137campaIgn I erent y.
The incumbency advantage has been increasing in the past two decades while the
number ofcompetitive House seats has been decreasing. 138 In recent elections it has not
been unusual for more than ninety percent of the incumbent congressmen to seek
reelection and win. 139 Many researches have been done to explain the phenomenon. One
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explanation for the increasing advantage of the incumbent is the decline ofpartisanship.
Nelson suggested that voters have become increasingly less partisan and hence are more
responsive to other cues such as incumbency. 140 Albert D. Cover's study with the data
drawn from Survey Research Center showed that the decline of partisanship has in fact
created new patterns of electoral behavior favoring incumbents. 141 Linking the decline of
party identification to the advantage of incumbency, Mayhew said, "incumbents have been
profiting... from changes in voter attitudes. A logic suggests itself. Voters dissatisfied
with party cues could be reaching for any other cues that are available in deciding how to
vote. The incumbency cue is readily at hand." 142
Another suggestion offered to explain the incumbent's advantage is that district lines
have been redrawn and when they have been redrawn they have usually benefited the
incumbent. 143 However, some other researches have found that redistricting is not a good
explanation for the incumbency advantage. 144 Another study conducted by Ferejohn in
comparing the proportion of marginal seats in redrawn and un-redrawn districts found no
support for the redistricting hypothesis. 145
Some researchers suggest that name familiarity is a reason for an incumbent's advantage
in an election. Stokes and Miller used a questionnaire to probe voters' knowledge and
attitudes concerning congressional candidates. Stokes and Miller stated that name
familiarity was critically important to congressional candidates in attracting support from
voters of the opposing party. 146 In the low-information representative election, when the
challenger is not so easily recognized, the incumbent's visibility can be a deciding electoral
advantage. 147 Because of incumbents' positions in political office, they are highly visible in
the eyes of media and their constituents. In a study conducted by Hinckley, ninety-two
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percent of voters recognized their house incumbents and only forty-four percent ofvoters
recognized the House challengers. 148
Contact with an incumbent may also increase voters' awareness and liking of the
incumbent over the challenger. 149 Jocobson found that incumbents are better known than
challengers and have increased contact with voters. 150 Personal contact with voters is
known as the most effective campaign methods for politicians. Incumbents often have
more resources to "advertise" themselves and their work to constituents. Parker argued
that congressional members have a greater ability to disseminate favorable information
about themselves. 151 Parker suggested that incumbents are able to convince voters that
they are doing a good job by sending information about all of the projects they are
involved with which will help their district. 152
Incumbent's popularity and challenger's invisibility may also caused the incumbency
advantage. According to Fiorina, incumbents' constituent case work, voting records, style
in the district, and use of perquisites have helped incumbents in building up their
popularity and in continued victory. 153 However, others have seen the result as a
consequence of the inability of house challengers to be considered as credible candidates.
Ragsdale believed that challengers often face defeat because they are unknown, unable to
raise money and unlikely to mobilize sufficient party support. 154 However, in a study of
an interrelation model of congressional voting, Ragsdale said that
"Neither challenger invisibility nor incumbent popularity can be seen solely
responsible for incumbent victory. Rather, their influences should be treated
concurrently... incumbent popularity and success depend to some extent on the
information they are able to convey to voters, who in tum act upon it in their
d ·· ki ffi "ISSeClSlon-ma ng e orts.
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He continued by saying that voters need information on both candidates in order to
compare both candidates. However, ifvoters do not have information about challengers,
they are likely to vote for incumbents, whom they already like and may have already voted
for. 156
The increasing legislative budget for congressmen is another explanation for the
increasing incumbent advantage. Cox and Morgenster investigated the impact of the size
of the legislative budget per legislator on the incumbency advantage in smaller states. The
researcher suggested that budget growth and growth in the incumbency advantage have
gone hand in hand. 157 Cox and Morgenster believed that substantial increases in real
legislative operating budgets have enabled incumbents to do case work and other activities
that they support that are probably also electorally valuable. Is8 The growth of the federal
bureaucracy which gives incumbents numerous resources to assure their re-election has
also been suggested as a reason for the incumbency advantage. 1s9 With the larger federal
bureaucracy, incumbents have greater opportunities to get federal programs for their
districts. 16o Fiorina argued that districts have begun to look at their representative as
"ombudsmen" who are willing to help them deal with bureaucracy. 161
Some researchers also suggest that the incumbents' advantage is due to the members'
ability to position themselves ideologically in line with their constituents' opinion. 162
Johannes and Mcadams found that the ability of incumbents to match the issue positions of
their constituents was an important explanation of incumbency advantage. Therefore,
constituents may have the perception that their representative was active in representing
their interests and voting for their issues in Washington. 163 When the district election
becomes more competitive, candidates try to appear closer to the constituents' issue
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position. Sullivan and Uslaner find that even though a challenger's issue position is closer
to the voters, the incumbency is still a greater predictor for winning reelection. However,
researches also argue that challengers are as likely to win the election as the incumbent if
three of the following conditions are met: "The district is marginal, the challenger has issue
stands closer to the constituency's than the incumbent, and the incumbent has less than six
years of experience in the House. ,,164
To explain the incumbency advantage, most researchers emphasize the inherent
benefits in occupying a political office. An incumbent can use his or her political power
and resources to get media attention, promote his image, contact constituents though
personal mail, serve constituents through case work and serve as an "ombudsman" for the
voters, and in general make their names and faces familiar to voters. However,
some researchers believed that incumbency advantage is also affected by the incumbent's
reputations and popularity. Researchers argue that incumbents' stay in office is not
because they are the incumbent but because they're aggressive, active and politically
ambitious. These incumbents generally have good reputation in their job performance and
are destined to stay in office as long as they wish because of their voter appeal. 165
The various explanations of incumbency advantages have focused on the House
incumbency because studies have shown that House incumbency has a stronger influence
on voting behavior than Senate incumbency. 166 In 1978 incumbents won 95 percent and
Senate incumbents 68 percent. Incumbent position in the Senate is not as secure as that of
the House incumbents. According to Hinckley's study, House incumbents enjoy much
greater visibility and name recognition than their House challengers. However, Senate
challengers and incumbents receive almost the same amount of recognition and visibility.
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Hinckley's study showed that 78 percent of participants can recognize the Senate
challengers and only 44 percent of participants can recognize the House challengers.
to.'
House incumbents were also rated higher in candidate evaluation than House challengers,
while in the Senate, challengers were rated fairly high though not as high as incumbents. 167
The incumbency advantage, according to Ragsdale, is the joint result of incumbent
popularity and challenger invisibility. 168
In presidential elections, the high visibility of challengers and the amount of resource
that challengers or the opposition party is able to raise have reduced the advantage of
incumbency. However, when an incumbent president seeks reelection, he or she still
enjoys many special advantages by virtue of the office. 169 In the election race, an
incumbent president begins by being much better known than any challenger can hope to
be. Everything the president does attracts media attention, and the issues that concern the
president are likely to become national issues. Therefore, it is easier for the incumbent
president to set the agenda for the campaign than the challengers. 17o Also, the incumbent
president has the advantage of a ready made campaign staff who have experience in a
presidential campaign. It is also much easier for an incumbent president to obtain
campaign resources and to attract volunteer groups because of his/her status. 171 However,
other studies have shown that incumbency does not have strong influence on voting
choices in the presidential election. Voters tend to rely on their general attitude about
particular issues, the perception toward the candidates' personal characters, and feelings
toward the political party when they are deciding how to vote. 172
Several factors have been suggested in explaining the incumbency advantage in
presidential elections. One is the president's popularity and voters' approval of the
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president's job performance. 173 Sigelman found that since the 1940s, there is a positive
relationship between presidential popularity and election outcomes. Signlman said that
presidential popularity can be a good predictor for the re-election outcome. 174
An incumbent president's image as "symbol of the nation" is one element that makes
incumbency a powerful force in the presidential election. 175 Stovall believed that whatever
the incumbent president does during the election is seen as things that presidents must do,
while challengers do things to help them win election. 176 Polsby and Wildavsky noted that
in a crisis situation, an incumbent president can travel and make "nonpolitical" speeches
to advance his candidacy subtly while his opponent is open to charges of "blind
partisanship". 177 Another element according to Stovall, is that an incumbent president is
able to control events and call for citizens' support of their government. Finally, Stovall
said incumbents have the power to get more attention from the mass media than do
challengers. 178
The Campaign Strategy of Incumbent and Challenger
Incumbents seem to have more advantage in an election than do challengers.
However, both incumbent and challenger need to fully understand the political implication
of their running position and apply particular campaign strategies which will help them to
win the election. In the following paragraph, the researcher reviews some historical
findings of campaign strategies that apply to incumbent and challenger.
One strategy that has been applied by several presidential incumbents is the "rose
garden" strategy. This strategy restrains the president from political campaigning,
confrontation with opponents and partisan issue taking. With the silent rose garden
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strategy, the incumbent can act presidential, secure media cooperation~ achieve mythic
identification and gain electorate consensus. Rose garden strategy enables the incumbent
to create an "above "the trenches" posture, avoid political confrontations, and run an
"issueless" campaign. Gaulle said, "Nothing so heightens authority as silence." However,
rose garden strategy requires a crisis situation. Without a crisis it is difficult for an
incumbent to justify the silent campaign strategy. A poorly managed rose garden strategy
could make a politically silent incumbent risk bungling the crisis, be accused of
opportunism and perhaps be saddled to a "cause" that may linger indefinitely. 179 During
the 1980 elections when the Iran hostage crisis began, President Carter used the rose
garden strategy to suspend active campaigning, and he used his crisis responsibilities as a
reason to refuse to meet his rivals in debate. Unfortunately, the crisis dragged on too
long, and President Carter's popularity ultimately suffered a serious decline. 180
Trent and Friedenberg suggested that campaign strategies used by incumbent and
challengers are typically different. The researchers give a very comprehensive description
of the incumbent's campaign strategy. Trent and Friedenberg noted that incumbents
typically use the symbolic trapping of the presidency, emphasize competency and
accomplishments of the office, emphasize the legitimacy and charisma of the presidency,
and create pseudo events to attract and control media attention. An incumbent president
often appears to work with world leaders, to use endorsements by party and other
important leaders, depends on surrogates to campaign for him and maintains an "above the
trenches" posture. Incumbents also use their power and position to appoint jobs and
committees, appoint task forces to investigate public concerns, and appropriate federal
funds. 181
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Incumbent presidents have all heavily applied the campaign strategies mentioned
above. For example, in the 1972 election, Nixon's campaign consultants tried to connect
Nixon with the trappings of the presidency to emphasize his accomplishments, and to
show the hoopla and fanfare that surround the presidency. And in the 1992 election,
Bush's political commercials showed symbols of the oval office to emphasize the
legitimacy of the presidency.18t
Incumbents can use their accomplishments and the legitimacy of office for the
campaign~ however, they are also in a position to defend their records. Usually,
challengers can attack the current administration freely without offering viable solutions. 182
Often when things goes wrong, the president is the one who gets blamed. In 1982,
candidate Reagan was able to blame the bad economy, high inflation and unemployment
on President Carter. Four years later, when Reagan ran for re-election, he faced the same
difficult defensive position as his predecessor. President Reagan was popular but when
the Iran-Contra affair broke, he still had difficulty escaping the blame. The incumbent is
naturally cast as the defender of his administration and the challenger as the attacker who
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Attack strategy is often applied by challengers in elections. According to Kitchens and
Stitelers' "in man-out man" strategy, the challengers must attack the incumbent for two
reasons. First, past researches have proven that the image of a winning candidate becomes
more positive following an election. Thus, an attack strategy would be necessary to shift
these attitudes back to the pre-election evaluation of the incumbent. Secondly, attacking
the incumbent is necessary to demonstrate to the voters that a difference exists between
voters' attitude and incumbent's action. However, when challengers attack the incumbent,
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he or she is also under the risk ofthe backlash effect. Voters may consider the challenger
as a mudslinger. 18s
Another important element of the "in man-out man" strategy is that the challengers
need to be perceived as a viable alternative and the voters must be inoculated against
counterattacks from the incumbent. According to research on voting behavior, voters
prefer candidates whose attitudes are similar to theirs. Thus it is essential for a challenger
to be seen as a viable alternative. In addition, challengers also need to inoculate voters
from the incumbent's counterattacks, because inoculation can stabilize voters' attitude
toward the challengers. Kitchens and Stiteler stated that "If inoculation is properly
executed, the incumbent's counterattacks should produce a rejection of the messages and
an increase of support for the challenger. ,,186 Examples of attack and inoculation
strategies used by challengers can be found in many presidential elections.
Challengers are also said to have some traditional campaign rhetoric. According to
Trent and Trent, George Stanley McGovern did not become an effective challenger
because McGovern failed to use some traditional strategies best suited for challengers. 187
Unlike more successful challengers, McGovern proposed specific solution to problems,
and did not respect the middle ground beliefof the Democratic party. 188 McGovern was
accused of extreme liberalism in the Democrat party. In fact in 1972 many Nixon ad
campaigns emphasized the theme of "Democrats for Nixon" to attack conservative
Democrats. 189 McGovern also tried to change, rather than reflect the voter's attitude. He
did not emphasize optimism in his speaking and he did not delegate others to make
personal attacks against Nixon. l90 Most of McGovern's strategy emphasized attacking
Nixon rather than building up his own image. 191 However, in the 1980 campaign,
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proposing specific solutions to problems worked well for challenger Reagan. In Reagan's
political commercials, he proposed specific solutions to the problems facing the nation. 192
According to Trent and Friedenberg, challengers should attack the record of the
opponents, take an offensive position on issues and call for changes. Challengers should
speak about traditional values, emphasize optimism in political rhetoric, represent the
center value of his/her party and let others make personal attacks on the opponents. 193
In an open race election, assumed incumbency is another strategy that is often ..used by
candidates. This strategy allows candidates to enjoy the incumbency advantage without
actually being one. Powell and Shelby described the three stages of the assumed
incumbency strategy: legitimacy, identification, and reinforcement. In the legitimacy
stage, candidates should let the opinion leader and media know the existence of the
candidate. The goal of the legitimacy stage is to generate expectations of the candidate as
the front-runner. Then in the identification stage, the candidates should seek to increase
visibility and wider recognition. Finally in the reinforcement step, the candidate has
become better known and is perceived as a front-runner. In this stage, the candidates
should continue to reinforce the candidate's legitimacy. 194
Conclusion
Before the development ofbroadcasting media, the treats and torch light parades lured
voters to political speeches; handbill and partisan newspapers infiltrated voters' homes;
political songs and chants expressed political messages~ flag banners and billboards
brought political messages into the public forum; buttons, kerchiefs and bandannas
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transformed the supporters into advertisements; and political letters and postcards to sent
messages to the electorates. 195
Then when political campaigns entered the age ofbroadcasting media, radio changed
the format and content of political campaigns. Today, television has become the major
campaign tool for presidential candidates. In fact television has significantly altered the
process of political campaigning and electoral politics. The decline of partisanship has
made television a major political informant and campaign medium. Television changes the
selection of candidates and campaign issues; creates a sense offamiliarity between
candidates and voters. Eventually television has changed the way political candidates
conducted their campaigns and the types of candidates to be elected. In today's election,
television is the campaign!
One form of televised campaign method that has become indispensable for presidential
candidates is political advertising. Candidates and political parties have spent a huge
proportion of their campaign budgets on producing and airing political spots. According
to many researchers and political consultants, political spots are effective in making
unknown candidates better known, reaching low interest voters, reinforcing supporters,
attacking opponents, targeting particular demographic voters, creating images of
candidates and explaining issues of the campaign. l96 Political commercials are also known
to be effective in increasing voters' knowledge about candidates and issues, increasing
voting interest and liking for the candidates. Most importantly, many scholars believe that
political commercials can affect the cognitive attitudes and behaviors of voters.
Although every candidate has a unique personal style in his or her political
commercials, researchers have shown that the style is also mediated by the running
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position ofthe candidates. 197 As incumben~ the candidates have inherent advantages by
being in office and having access to the media. On the other hand, challengers can
question and challenge the incumbent's policies and performance on the job without
offering solutions to the problems.
There are also some campaign strategies that are suited for the different running
positions of candidates. Incumbents often use symbolic trappings, emphasize the
legitimacy of incumbency and stress the competence required of the office. On the other
hand, challengers should attack the record of the incumbent, take offensive positions on
issues and call for changes. To understand the development of political advertising, the
importance of television on today's election process, the significance of political
advertising, the advantage and resources available for incumbents/challengers, and the
different campaign strategies used by incumbent and challengers, is important to fully
understand the content and use of political commercials between incumbent and
challengers.
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CHAPTER III
I\1ETHODOLOGY
General
To understand the different styles and strategies used in political commercials between
incumbent and challengers in the 1992 presidential election, a content analysis was
performed. According to Bernard Berelson's definition, content analysis is "a research
technique for the objective, systematic, and quantitative description of the manifest
content of communication. ,,1 Generally, content analysis has been used to determine the
characteristics, forms or styles of message content.2 The issues contained in political
commercials or the themes used in dramatic programs are examples of content analysis
that study manifest messages. Content analysis was said to be one of the most widely
used research techniques for understanding and evaluating broadcast messages.3
Research Questions and Null Hypotheses
This study examined the different strategies and styles presented in the televised
political advertising of incumbent and challengers during the 1992 presidential election.
The research questions were:
a. Is there a difference in the dominant speaker between political commercials of the
incumbent and challengers?
b. Are there differences in type of content between incumbent and challenger political
commercials in the 1992 presidential election?
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c. How do the appeals ofpolitical advertising differ between incumbent and challengers?
d. What issues appear in televised political advertising in the 1992 presidential election?
e. Did incumbent and challengers differ in use of positive and negative political
commercials?
f What are the strategies used in the negative political advertising by incumbent and
challengers?
g. What are the strategies used in the political commercials of incumbent and challengers?
Null Hypotheses:
a. There are no differences in the dominant speaker in political advertising between
incumbent and challengers.
b. There is no difference in type of content used in the political commercials between
incumbent and challengers.
c. There is no difference in appeals used in the political commercials between incumbent
and challengers.
d. Incumbent and challengers do not differ in extent ofuse of positive and negative
political commercials.
e. There is no difference in strategy used in negative political advertising between
incumbent and challengers.
f There is no difference in strategy used in political advertising between incumbent and
challengers.
Definition of Terms
The coding design and definition of terms basically came from Wadsworth's study on
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political commercials between incumbent and challenger.4 Other political advertising
studies also were considered in designing this study. Kaid and Davidson's study on video
style, Kaid and Wadsworth's study on negative and positive political advertising, Joslyn's
study on appeals of political commercials, Shyles' study on issues in the political
advertising, Johnson and Copeland's study on negative political advertising and Trent and
Friedenberg's study on strategy used in political commercials were all used to structure
and define the variables. 5
Independent Variables
1. Status, with two levels:
a. Incumbent
b. Challenger
Dependent variables
1. Dominant speaker: the main speaker in the commercials. Levels:
a. Anonymous announcer: the announcer who speaks behind the scene and does not show
hislher face and identity.
b. Candidate: candidates talk directly in the ads.
c: Surrogate speaker: people who speak about in the behave of the candidate (public
figure, private citizenship, spouse or family members).
d. Candidate and surrogate speaker: candidate and surrogate speakers are equally vocal in
the political commercials.
e. Opponent candidate and anonymous announcer: the opponent candidates and the
S9
anonymous announcer are equally vocal in the commercials.
f Anonymous announcer and surrogate speaker: anonymous announcer and surrogate
speakers are equally vocal in the political ads.
2. Type ofad content: the rhetorical content of the political commercials. Levels:
a. Image ads: ads that stress the candidate's characteristics, personality, human qualities,
etc. Ads proclaim a candidate's honesty, integrity, competence and caring.
b. Issue ads: ads that emphasize specific policy positions or express the candidate's
concerns about particular matters of public concern.
c. Both image and issue: political commercials that contain both image and issue
information.
d. Cannot determine: ads that emphasize neither candidate's image nor issue concerned.
3. Appeal of the ads: things said or mentioned in the political commercials to persuade and
influence voters.
a. Partisanship appeal: ads that identify the candidate's party, mention other members of
the same party.
b. Issue-related appeal with vague policy position: candidate expresses the issue concern
but vaguely expresses his/her policy preference.
c. Issue-related appeal with specific policy position: candidate specifically expresses
his/her policy preference, or specific policy proposal. The candidate may suggest precise
legislation or action that will take.
d. Issue-related appeal without mentioning the candidate's policy position at all.
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e. Candidate's character appeal: ads that emphasize the good quality and characteristics of
the candidate.
f. Group reference appeal: ads that attempt to link the candidate with certain demographic
groups.
g. Criticism against opponent appeal: ads that emphasize the negative aspect of opponent.
4. Issues: current topics linked to the national interest, for example: economic, foreign
policy and health care.
5. Type of the ad: the direction of ads with three levels:
a. Candidate-positive focused ads: ads that emphasize candidate's virtue,
accomplishments, and good quality.
b. Opponent-negative focused ads: ads that emphasize opponent's negative quality, attack
the opponent's character, faults, policy and issue position.
c. Both negative and positive: Ads that focus both the positive aspect of the candidate and
negative aspect of the opponent.
d. Cannot determine: ads that emphasize neither positive side of the candidates or negative
aspect of the opponent.
6. Strategies of negative political advertising: Strategies typically used in negative
advertising.
a. Attack on personal characteristics of opponent: ads that attack the personality of the
opponent; use negative words to denounce the character of opponent.
b. Attack on issue stands, policy, record, and consistency of opponent
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c. Attack on candidate's group affiliations: ads that attack the opponent's ties to certain
groups which have undesirable characteristics, members, and philosophies.
d. The people against you: surrogate speakers in the ads speak out against the opposition
candidates.
e. Disparaging humor: ads that ridicule the opponent's intelligence, honesty, and political
record.
7. Strategies used in the ads: Strategies used in political commercials to persuade and
influence voters.
a. Use of symbolic trappings to transmit importance of office: ads show candidate
surrounded by bodyguards, use of title to address the candidate, showing of the image
that somehow signifies the candidate's official government position.
b. Presidency stands for legitimacy: ads emphasize the office of the presidency, its
legitimacy, and the support and respect to the presidency.
c. Competency and the office: ads show an image of a candidate as a competent world
leader and one capable ofmanaging the highest office.
d. Charisma of the candidate: ads show the excitement and hoopla that the candidate
receive from the people.
e. Traditional values: ads reinforce majority value, the American dream, and family values.
f Appearing to represent the philosophical center of the party: ads show a candidate has
the support of his political party and represents the party's policies and platforms.
g. Endorsements by party and other important leaders: party leaders speak on behalfof
candidate; link candidate with established, highly respected leaders.
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h. Emphasizing accomplishments: ads stress the achievements of the candidate.
i. Creating and maintaining "above the trenches" posture: candidate remains removed from
politics, aloof from political battle, rarely acknowledges existence of any opponent,
refrains from confrontation .with opponents.
j. Depending on surrogates to speak: candidate use others to speak for him or her in the
ads.
k. Taking the offensive position on issues: ads probe, question a candidate's issue
position.
1. Attack the record of the opponent: ads attack the policy and record of the opponent.
m. Attack on the personality of opponents: ads attack the character of opponents.
Selection of Subjects
The purpose of this study was to determine the differences in political commercial
content between incumbent and challengers in the 1992 presidential election. Therefore,
the data studied here are contained in political commercials used by incumbent George
Bush, and challengers Bill Clinton and Ross Perot during the 1992 general election. The
researcher decided to exclude political spots from the primary campaign, because during
the primary a challenger would need to campaign against other challengers as well as the
incumbent. Thus the strategies and styles used by challengers in the primary might be
different from those used against incumbent president during the general election.
This study examined 70 different political commercials from the 1992 general election
campaign. Bush had 21 ads; Clinton had 31 ads and another 18 ads were from Perot's
campaign. The sample was obtained from the Political Commercial Archive in the
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Department of Communication at the University of Oklahoma. According to Wadsworth
who also used the collection of the Archive for her study, the "Political Commercial
Archive obtains the largest and most complete set of presidential ads in the world."4 Thus
the advertising collection of examined in this study was assumed to be relatively complete
and representative of all incumbent/challenger political commercials during the 1992
election.
Unit of Analysis
The units of analysis in this study are the political commercials themselves.
Categories of Analysis
The categories of the analysis are:
1. Dominant speakers in the political advertising.
2. Type of ad content (image, issue, both).
3. Appeals presented in the political ads.
4. Issues presented in the political ads.
5. Type of ads (negative, positive, both).
6. Strategies used in the negative ads.
7. Strategies used in the ads.
Coding
A coding sheet and code book were developed for this study (see appendix-for copies).
The format of the coding sheet and code book is derived primarily from Wadsworth's
study on political commercials between incumbent and challenger.6 Also the design of the
coding sheet and the definition in the code book merged several other studies in the field
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of political advertising.
A pretest was conducted before the actual content analysis took place. Three coders
were involved in the coding: author, one undergraduate and one graduate student in
Department ofMass Communication at Oklahoma State University. All coders sawall
political commercials. Differences in coding were resolved by discussion and voting.
The coders were asked to code the dominant speaker in the political ads, because
studies have shown that there are different types of speakers in the political commercials
between incumbent and challengers. In the study of video style by Kaid and Davidson, the
researchers discovered that incumbents' ads were often represented by an announcer or
other voice, and challengers often speak for themselves in the ads7.
Coders also coded the type of ad content (image or issue). According to Wadsworth's
study, the incumbent often focuses on personality characteristics and challengers focus on
issues. 8 Joslyn's study on content of political commercials showed that there were
different appeals used in the political ads. 9 Therefore coders were asked to identify the
appeals present in the commercials.
Because Shyles stated that issues emphasized in the political ads reflect the climate and
issue concerns of the campaign, coders were asked to describe the issues of the ads in an
d · 10open en questIon.
Many researchers have investigated the difference in positive and negative political ads,
and the strategy used in negative political advertising. Thus the researcher intended to
assess the direction of ads (negative, positive), and strategies used in the sample ads.
Finally, coders coded the strategy used in the political ads based on strategies identified
by Trent and Friedenberg as appropriate for incumbent and challenger. 11 The content
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analysis took place at the Department ofCommunication at University ofOklahoma.
Statistical Analysis
The frequency count of terms in each category is nominal data~ therefore, the researcher
used complex Chi-square analysis to examine differences in political commercials between
incumbent George Bush, and challengers Bill Clinton and Ross Perot. The 95 percent
level of confidence was used to determine which differences were statistically significant.
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF DATA
Introduction
This chapter describes and interprets the research findings of this thesis. First, the
author describes overall content and strategies used in political commercials during the
1992 presidential election. Secondly, data are analyzed to determine the differences
between political ads of the incumbent and the challengers. Thirdly, data are analyzed to
understand the differences between political ads of all presidential candidates.
The Overall Content and Strategy of the 1992 Presidential Political Commercials
Table I shows the number of political ads for each candidate.
TABLE I
NUMBER OF ADS PER CANDIDATE
George Bush Bill Clinton Ross Perot Total
Number Of Ads 21 31 18 70
Proportion 30% 44% 26% 100%
The author examined a total of 70 different ads used during the 1992 presidential
election. The incumbent, President George Bush, had 21 different ads. Challenger Bill
Clinton had 31 ads, and Ross Perot had 18.
Table II shows the different lengths of commercials used in the 1992 presidential
campaIgn.
TABLED
LENGTH OF POLITICAL COMMERCIALS
15 seconds 30 seconds 60 seconds 2 minutes 4:20 Total
minutes
N 1 46 21 1 1 70
% 1.4% 65.8% 30% 1.4% 1.40/0 100.00/0
Table II shows that most ads in the sample were 3D-second commercials (660/0), and
30% were 60-seconds in length.
Table III shows the different types of speakers in the political commercials
TABLEID
TYPES OF SPEAKERS IN THE POLITICAL ADS
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Speaker
Anonymous announcer
Candidate
Surrogate speaker
Number Percentage
37 53%
8 11%
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TABLE V
APPEALS APPEARING IN THE POLITICAL COMMERCIALS
Appeals Number Percentage
Partisanship appeal 3 30/0
Issue appeal wi vague 7 7%
policy position
Issue appeal wi specific 1 10/0
policy position
Issue appeal without 29 290/0
mentioned policy position
Personal character of 19 190/0
candidate appeal
Criticism against opponent 41 40%
Others 1 1%
Total 70 1000/0
Table V shows that 40% of ads used an appeal that criticized the opponent, and 29%
of ads used on an issue-related appeal without mentioning of the candidate's policy
position. About 19% of ads used an appeal based on the personal character of the
candidate. Only one percent used an issue-related appeal that mentioned a specific policy
position.
Table VI shows the different types of political commercials
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TABLE VI
TYPES OF POLITICAL ADS
Types of ads Number Percentage
Candidate-positive focused 35
Opponent-negative focused 28
50%
40%
Both negative & positive
Cannot determine
Total
4
3
70
60/0
40/0
1000/0
The table shows that 50% of ads were "candidate positive" focused and 400/0 were
"opponent negative" focused. Candidate positive ads emphasized the candidate's own
good qualities and accomplishments, while opponent negative ads attacked the opponent's
character or stand on issues.
Table VII shows the different strategies appearing in the political commercials
TABLE VII
STRATEGIES APPEARING IN THE NEGATIVE POLITICAL COMMERCIALS
Strategy Number
Attack on personal 12
character of opponent
Attack on issue policy and 26
record of opponent
Percentage
23%
490/0
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The people against you 8 15%
Disparagement humor 4 70/0
Attack opponent's ads 1 2%
Anti-establishment 2 40/0
Total 70 1000/0
According to Table VII, the most used strategy in negative ads attacked the opponents
stand on issues, his policies and record (49%). Twenty-three percent of the negative ads
used a strategy that attacked the opponent's personality. Fifteen percent used "the people
are against you" strategy. This strategy utilized surrogate speakers to attack the
opponent. Seven percent used disparaging humor. This strategy made fun of the
opponent's intelligence, honesty or political record. Only Clinton ads used this strategy.
Clinton used this strategy to ridicule Bush's tax record.
Table VIII shows the different strategies of political commercials.
TABLE YIn
STRATEGIES OF POLITICAL COMMERCIALS
Strategy Number Percentage
Using symbolic trapping 5 3°~
Presidency stand for legitimacy 3 2%
Competency and the office 6 4%
Charisma of the candidate 5 3%
Speakil1:g traditional value 26 18%
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Representing the ideology of the party 1 10/0
Using endorsements by party and 2 1%
other important leaders
Emphasizing accomplishment 22 150/0
Maintaining "above the trenches posture" 17 120/0
posture
Depending on surrogates to speak 10 70/0
Taking offensive position on issues 13 9%
Attacking the record of the opponent 27 19%
Attacking the personality of opponent 9 6%
Total 70 100%
Nineteen percent of ads used the strategy that attacked the record of the
opponent, and 18 percent of the ads stressed traditional values. Also, 12 percent used the
"above the trench" strategy. This strategy was used by candidates who tried to maintain
an image of being remote from politics and refraining from confrontation with opponents.
Ross Perot applied this strategy in many of his ads.
Content and Strategy Difference in Political Ads of Incumbent and Challengers
Table IX shows the different types of speakers of the political commercials of incumbent
and challenger.
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TABLE IX
SPEAKERS IN THE POLITICAL COMMERCIALS OF INCUMBENT AND
CHALLENGERS
Speaker Incumbent
Anonymous announcer 7 (33%)
Candidate 8 (38%)
Surrogate speaker 6 (290/0)
Announcer & opponent 0 (00/0)
candidate
Announcer & surrogate speaker 0 (O°A»
Total 21 (100%)
Challenger
30(61%)
14 (29°A»
2 (4%)
1 (20/0)
2(4%)
A calculated complex chi-square value show that there was a significant relationship
between speakers in the political commercials and the position of the candidates. Table IX
shows that the dominant speaker appearing most in incumbent ads was Bush himself.
Bush talked for himself in 38% of his ads. On the other hand, challengers Bill Clinton and
Ross Perot used anonymous announcers more than any other speakers. About 61% of
challengers' ads were represented by anonymous announcers.
Bush also used more surrogate speakers in his ads than did the challengers. Surrogate
speakers appeared in 29% ofBush ads, but in only 4% of challengers' ads. Therefore the
null hypothesis, "There are no differences in the dominant speaker in political advertising
between incumbent and challengers," is rejected. However the strength of the
relationship between types of speakers and the candidates' running positions is weak.
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Table X shows the different types ofad contents of incumbent and challengers.
TABLE X
TYPES OF AD CONTENTS APPEARING IN THE POLITICAL ADS OF
INCUMBENT AND CHALLENGERS
Incumbent Challenger
Image ad 8 (38%) 5 (10%)
Issue ad 8 (380/0) 20 (410/0)
Image & issue 5 (240/0) 22 (45%)
Cannot determine 0(0%) 2 (4%)
Total 21 (1000/0) 49 (100%)
Complex Chi-square calculated a value that shows a significant relationship between
types of ad content and the running position of candidates. The strength of relationship is
small. Incumbent George Bush used equal proportions (38%) of image ads and issue ads.
On the other hand, Bill Clinton and Ross Perot used ads that contained both image and
issue information more than any other types of content. About 65% of challengers' ads
were image and issue ads. The incumbent also used more image ads (380/0) than did the
challengers (10%). Many ofBush's ads tried to create an image of an experienced world
leader who was trustworthy and competent. His ads also attacked Clinton as being
untrustworthy, and not competent enough to be the nation's leader. The null hypothesis,
"There is no difference in types of content used in the political commercials between
incumbent and challengers in the 1992 presidential election," is rejected.
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Table XI shows the different types of ads of the political commercials of incumbent and
challengers.
TABLE XI
TYPES OF POLITICAL ADS OF INCUMBENT AND CHALLENGERS
Incumbent
Candidate-positive focused 10 (480/0)
Opponent-negative focused 11 (52°A»
Both negative & positive 0 (0%)
Cannot determine 0 (00/0)
Challenger
25(51%)
17 (35%)
4 (8%)
3 (6%)
Total 21 (100°A»
A calculated complex chi-square value show that there were no significant differences
in types of ads between incumbent and challenger in the 1992 presidential election.
Therefore the null hypothesis D, "Incumbent and challengers do not differ in extent ofuses
of positive and negative political commercials," is supported.
Table XII shows the different appeals of political commercials of incumbent and
challengers.
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TABLE XII
APPEALS OF POLmCAL COMMERCIALS OF INCUMBENT AND
CHALLENGERS
Appeal
partisanship appeal
Issue appeal wI vague policy position
Issue appeal wI specific policy position
Issue appeal without showing candidate's
policy position
Personal character appeal
Criticism against opponent
Total
Incumbent
0(0%)
3 (14%)
1 (5%)
3 (14%)
4 (19%)
12 (570/0)
23 (109%)
Challenger
3 (6%)
4 (8%)
o(00/0)
26 (53%)
15 (31%)
29 (59%)
77 (157%)
The coders were instructed to count all the appeals within an ad; therefore, the total
percentage of appeals for incumbent and challengers is more than 100. According to the
calculated complex chi-square value, there was a significant difference between incumbent
and challenger in the use of issue-related appeals that did not mention a candidate's policy
position. The strength of the relationship is small.
Table XII shows that challengers used more issue-related appeals without mentioning
policy positions than did the incumbent. The null hypothesis, "There is no difference in
appeals used in the political commercials between incumbent and challengers, It is rejected.
Both incumbent and challengers used more of the "criticism against opponent" appeal than
did any other appeals. However, the results do not show any significant differences
among the use ofpartisanship appeals, issue-related appeals with vague position, issue-
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related appeals with specific policy positio~ personal character ofcandidate appeals, and
criticism against opponent appeals.
Table XIII shows the different strategies of the negative political ads of incumbent and
challenger.
TABLExm
STRATEGY OF NEGATIVE ADS OF INCUMBENT AND CHALLENGERS
Negative strategy Incumbent Challenger
Attack on personal character of opponent 8 (73%) 4 (170/0)
Attack on issue, record of opponent 7 (64%) 19 (830/0)
The people against you 5 (45%) 3 (130/0)
Disparagement humor o(00/0) 4 (170/0)
Attack opponent's ads 0(0%) 1 (4%)
Anti-establishment 0(0%) 2 (9%)
Total 20 (182%) 33 (143%)
The coders were asked to count every strategy that appeared in a negative ad,
therefore, the total percentage of appeals was more than 100. According to Table XIII, in
the negative ads, the incumbent used a strategy that attacked the personal character of
opponents more than any other strategies. On the other hand, Clinton and Perot used a
strategy that attacked the stand on issues and the record of their opponent more than any
other strategies in the negative ads. A complex chi-square value shows that incumbent
and challengers differed significantly in the use of strategies that attacked the personal
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character of the opponent and his stand on issue, record, and consistency. The data show
that incumbent George Bush's ads attacked his opponent's character than did the
challengers' ads. On the other hand, Clinton and Perot attacked the incumbent's policy
stand and the performance of his administration. Therefore, the null hypothesis, "There is
no difference in strategy used in negative political advertising between incumbent and
challengers," is rejected. However, there were no significant differences in the use of the
surrogate speaker strategy, disparaging humor strategy, attacking opponent's ad strategy,
and anti-establishment strategy between incumbent and challengers.
TABLE XIV shows the different strategies of the political commercials of incumbent and
challengers.
TABLE XIV
STRATEGIES OF THE POLITICAL ADS OF INCUMBENT AND
CHALLENGERS
Strategy Incumbent Challenger
Using symbolic trapping 5 (24%) o(00/0)
Presidency stand for legitimacy 3 (14%) o(00/0)
Competency and the office 5 (24%) 1 (2%)
Charisma of the candidate 0(0%) 5 (10%)
Traditional values 8 (38%) 18 (37%)
Representing the ideology of the party 0(0%) 1 (2%)
Using endorsements by party and other important 0(0%) 2 (4%)
leaders
Emphasizing accomplishment 2 (10%) 20 (41%)
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Maintaining "above the trenches posture" posture o(00/0) 17 (35%)
Depending on surrogates to speak 6 (290/0) 4 (8%)
Taking offensive position on issues 4 (190/0) 9 (18%)
Attacking the record of the opponent 6 (29%) 21 (43%)
Attacking the personality of opponent
7 (33%) 2 (4%)
Total 6 (220%) 100 (204%)
The coders were asked to count every strategy that appeared in a political ad~
therefore, one negative ad could have several strategies. Table XIV shows that "speaking
to traditional values" was the number one strategy used by incumbent George Bush.
"Attacking the personality of opponent" ranked second, and both "Depending on
surrogates to speak," and "Attacking the record of the opponent" ranked third.
Challengers Clinton and Perot applied the "attack on the record of the opponent" strategy
most. Emphasizing the accomplishment of the candidate was second, and speaking about
traditional values was third. A calculated complex chi-square value showed that there
were significant differences in use of the strategies of using symbolic trappings to transmit
the importance of the office, presidency stands for legitimacy and competency between
incumbent and challengers. Basically, these strategies are commonly used by an
incumbent. In Bush's ads, he often appeared in the oval office. Ads addressed Bush by his
title and stressed his legitimacy and competence of the office.
On the other hand, Clinton and Perot seldom used these strategies. In some ads,
Clinton stressed his competency during his governorship of Arkansas, but the use of this
strategy was far less than that of incumbent George Bush.
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Incumbent and challengers also differed significantly in emphasizing accomplishments,
creating and maintaining an "above the trenches" posture, and depending on surrogates to
speak. Both Clinton and Perot emphasized their accomplishments more than did the
incumhent president. Clinton stressed his achievements in Arkansas, and Perot
emphasized his business success.
One important strategy that Perot used was the "above the trenches" strategy. Perot
promoted the image of an outsider, not part of the dirty politics of Washington, and a
hard-working businessman who knew how to create jobs and cut the national deficit.
Clinton and Bush did not use an "above the trenches" strategy at all.
Incumbent George Bush also used more surrogate speakers in the ads than challengers
Clinton and Ross Perot. Bush often applied surrogate speakers to attack Clinton. On the
other hand, Clinton and Perot had few ads with surrogate speakers. Therefore, the null
hypothesis, "There is no difference in strategy used in political advertising between
incumbent and challengers, " is rejected.
Content and Strategy Difference of Political Ads of Candidates
Table XV shows the diff~rent types of ads appeared in the political commercials of the
candidates
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TABLE XV
lYPES OF ADS OF POLmCAL COMMERCIALS OF CANDIDATES
Candidate-positive focused
Opponent-negative focused
Both negative & positive
Cannot determine
Total
Bush
10 (480/0)
11 (52%)
o(00/0)
0(0%)
21 (100%)
Clinton
11 (350/0)
16 (52%)
4 (13%)
0(0%)
31 (1000/0)
Perot
14 (78%)
1 (5%)
0(0%)
3 (170/0)
18 (1000/0)
Although there was no significant difference between incumbent and challengers' uses
of positive and negative ads, the statistical results show that there was a significant
difference in types of ads used among the candidates. The strength of the relationship
between candidate and ad types was moderate. Table XV shows that 78 percent ofRoss
Perot's ads were positive ads. On the other hand, Clinton used negative ads more than
positive ads. Bush had half negative and half positive ads.
Table XVI shows the different strategies of political commercials of candidates.
TABLE XVI
STRATEGIES OF POLITICAL COMMERCIALS OF CANDIDATES
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Strategy Bush Clinton Perot
Using symbolic trapping 5 (24%) o(00/0) o(00/0)
Presidency stand for 3 (14%) o (00/0) o (00/0)
legitimacy
Competency and the office 5 (24%) 1 (3%) o(00/0)
Charisma of the candidate 0(0%) 5 (160/0) o(00/0)
Traditional values 8 (380/0) 9 (29%) 9 (50%)
Representing the ideology of o(00/0) 1 (3%) 0(0%)
the party
Endorsement by party and o(00/0) 2 (6%) o(00/0)
other important leaders
Emphasizing accomplishment 2 (10%) 8 (26%) 12 (670/0)
Maintaining "above the o (0%) 0(0%) 17 (94%)
trenches tt posture
Depending on surrogate to 6 (29%) 3 (10%) 1 (6%)
speak
Taking offensive position on 4 (19%) 5 (160/0) 4 (22%)
Issue
Attack on the record of the 6 (290/0) 20 (65%) 1 (60/0)
opponent
Attack on the personality of 7 (33%) 2 (6.45%) 0(0%)
opponent
Total 46 (220%) 56 (116.14%) 44 (244.45%)
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Bush used the "speaking traditional value" strategy most, "attacking the personality of
opponent" second, and "attacking the record of the opponent, tt third. Clinton used the
"attacking the record of the opponent" most, "speaking traditional value" strategy second,
and ttle "emphasizing accomplishment" strategy third.
Perot utilized the "maintaining above the trenches posture" strategy most,
"emphasizing accomplishment" second, and the "speaking traditional value" third. A chi-
square value shows that there were significant differences in the strategies for using
symbolic trappings, presidential legitimacy, competency and the office, charisma of the
candidate, emphasizing accomplishment, creating and maintaining "above the trenches"
posture, attacking the record of the opponent and attacking the personality of opponent
among candidates. As mentioned above, symbolic trappings, presidential legitimacy, and
competency of the office were main strategies used by incumbent George Bush.
However, Clinton's ads often showed cheering crowds waving signs to support himself
and AI Gore. Bush and Perot did not use "hoopla" in their ads during the general election
campaign. But rather, Perot's ads stressed his own accomplishments more than did the
other two candidates. Challenger Bill Clinton used the strategy of attacking the record
and policies of the opponent more than did the other two candidates. Bush's ads attacked
Bill Clinton's character. Perot did not attack either Clinton or Bush, but he took more
offensive positions on issues and asked voter for support.
Table XVII shows the issues appeared in the political commercials
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TABLEXvn
ISSUES IN THE POLmCAL COMMERCIALS
Number Percentage
Family Values 1 10/0
Crime 2 2%
Government 3 3%
Management
Deficit 4 5%
Welfare Reform 3 30/0
Health care 12 14%
Foreign policy/Defense 2 20/00/0
Education 10 140/0
Taxes 12 330/0
Economy 29 10%
Jobs 9 1%
Environment 1
Based on the coders' observations, nine issues were mentioned in the sample ads. They
were: family values, crime, government management, foreign policy/defense, deficit, taxes,
the economy, jobs, the environment, education, health reform and welfare reform.
According to the results, the economy was the number one issue in the 1992 presidential
election. Health care and taxes ranked second, education ranked third, and unemployment
ranked fourth.
Summary
The following describes the differences of political commercials of incumbent and
challengers.
Incumbent President George Bush:
• Candidate spoke for himself in the ads
• Used more image or issue ads
• Attacked the personality of opponents in the negative ads.
• Used more symbolic trappings to transmit importance of office
• Stressed more the president's legitimacy
• Stressed more the competence of the office
• Used more surrogate speakers
Challengers: Bill Clinton and Ross Perot
• Used more anonymous announcers
• Used more image and issue ads
• Used more issue-related appeal without mentioning the candidate's policy position
• Attacked issue stand, record, and consistency of incumbent in the negative ads
• Emphasized accomplishments
• Created and maintained "above the trenches" posture
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CHAPTER V
SillvIMARY, CONCLUSION, AND RECOI\fl\1ENDATIONS
Summary
This study focused on determining the content and strategy differences in political
commercials of incumbent and challengers in the 1992 presidential election. The
researcher conducted a content analysis study and examined a total of 70 different
television political commercials from candidates George Bush, Bill Clinton and Ross
Perot.
The research questions to be answered in this study were:
a. Is there a difference between political commercials of the incumbent and challengers in
regard to the dominant speakers?
b. Are there differences in types of content between incumbent and challenger political
commercials in the 1992 presidential election?
c. How do the appeals of political advertising differ between incumbent and challengers?
d. What issues appeared in televised political advertising in the 1992 presidential election?
e. Did incumbent and challengers differ in use of positive and negative political
commercials?
f What are the strategies used in the negative political advertising by incumbent and
challengers?
g. What are the strategies used in the political commercials of incumbent and challengers?
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The results indicated that there was a significant relationship between speakers in the
political commercials and the candidate's running position. Most incumbent's ads were
represented by the candidate himself, and most challengers' ads were voiced by
anonymous announcers. Incumbent George Bush used more surrogate speakers in his ads
than did challengers Bill Clinton and Ross Perot.
A significant relationship was found between types of ad content and the position ofthe
candidates. The results showed that incumbent George Bush used image or issue ads to
convey his campaign messages. On the other hand, most of challengers' ads contained
both image and issue information.
No significant differences were found in the use of negative and positive ads between
incumbent and challengers in the 1992 presidential election.
Incumbent and challengers also differed in use of issue appeals that did not mention the
policy position of the candidates. The results showed that Clinton and Perot used more
issue related appeals without mentioning the candidate's policy position then did the
incumbent.
The researcher examined the different strategies used in the negative commercials of
incumbent and challengers. The evidence showed that in the negative commercials, Bush
focused on attacking the character of his opponents, and challengers Clinton and Perot
used a strategy that attacked the issue stand, record and consistency of their opponent.
Bush attacked Clinton's character but none of Bush's ads attacked Ross Perot. Several
Bush ads showed ordinary people on the street, or in parks and coffee shops saying they
did not trust Bill Clinton. Clinton's negative ads emphasized George Bush's economic
policies, tax record and the economic performance of the administration. Ross Perot also
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focused negative ads on the economy and the national deficit. Perot's ads often took an
offensive position on issues and promoted his own image.
The findings of this study showed that Bush used more "symbolic trapping,"
"presidency stands for legitimacy," and "competency and the office" strategies than did his
challengers. Incumbent George Bush was also found to use more surrogate speakers in
the ads than his opponents.
On the other hand, challengers Clinton and Perot used more "above the trench," and
"emphasize the accomplishments" strategies than did the incumbent. Clinton stressed his
achievement in Arkansas and Perot emphasized his business success. The independent
candidate Ross Perot liked to create an image of non traditional politicians. One of the
slogans that often appeared in Perot's ads was "There is no time to waste our vote on
traditional politics as usual. "
The issues that appeared in the political commercials of the 1992 presidential election
were issues related to the economy, unemployment, taxes, health care, education, the
national deficit, welfare reform, government management, Crime, family values, foreign
policy, and environmental issues. According to the results economy was the number one
issue in the 1992 presidential election. Health care and taxes ranked second, education
ranked third, and unemployment ranked fourth.
The researcher also analyzed the overall content and strategy of the political
commercials in the 1992 presidential election. Political spots in the 1992 presidential
election were presented in short segments. About ninety-nine percent of ads were 30 or
60 second spots. Most of the ads were presented by anonymous announcers, and Issue
ads were prevalent in the campaign. Positive ads were the dominant type of ads in the
election, but negative ads were 40 percent of the total. Attacking or criticizing the
opponent was a very popular appeal used by candidates. In negative advertising,
candidates liked to attack the record and issue stand of the opponent. Stressing the
traditional values, the American dream, and the accomplishments of the candidates also
were strategies frequently used.
Because the study included the Independent candidate, Ross Perot, the researcher
decided to analyze the content differences among the three candidates.
Bush:
• Spoke for himself in the ads and used more surrogate speakers.
• Equal use of image or issue ads.
• Attacked the personality of opponent.
• Used more symbolic trappings to convey importance of the office.
• Stressed more the president's legitimacy.
• Stressed more the competence of the office.
Clinton:
• Used more anonymous announcers.
• Used more issue ads.
• Used more criticism against opponent appeal than did Bush and Perot.
• Used more opponent-negative focused ads than Bush and Perot.
• Attacked the issue stand and record of the opponent.
• The only candidate who used the charisma ofthe candidate strategy.
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Perot:
• Liked to speak for himself in the ads.
• Most ads were candidate positive focused.
• Used more issue-related appeal without showing candidate's policy position more than
Clinton and Bush.
• The only candidate who used the anti-establishment strategy in negative ads,
• The only candidate who used "above the trench" posture.
• Emphasized accomplishments more than Bush and Clinton.
Conclusion
The purpose of this study was to empirically examine the content difference in
political commercials between incumbent and challengers in the 1992 presidential election.
The results support the argument that the political positions of the candidates do affect the
content and strategies of political spots adopted by candidates.
The study showed that incumbent George Bush liked to speak for himself in the
political ads, and challengers Bill Clinton and Ross Perot used more anonymous
announcers. This is a surprising finding, because Bush was said to be stiff and
uncomfortable in front of the camera. On the other hand, Clinton was said to be "so good
on camera that it reinforced his whole 'Slick Willie' problems." 1 Perot was also known to
work well with the camera and the television media. This finding did not match previous
study findings. Kaid and Davidso~ and Wadsworth found that the incumbent's ads were
often presented by anonymous announcers or surrogate speakers. On the other hand,
challengers tended to speak for themselves in the ads and were less dependent upon
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surrogate speakers.2 However, the results did show Bush used more surrogate speakers
than did Clinton and Perot.
The study also showed that Bush tended to use either image or issue ads, but
challengers used ads that mostly contained both image and issue information. According
to Kaid and Davidson, and Wadsworth, the incumbent tended to use image ads and
challengers focused on issue ads.3 The results indicated that in the 1992 presidential
election, the challengers Clinton and Perot not only emphasized issues but they also tried
to use political ads to create a favorable image.
No significant differences were found in the use of negative and positive ads
between incumbent and challengers in the 1992 presidential election. However, the results
did show that challengers used more positive ads (510/0) than negative ads (35%).
Previous studies have shown that challengers used more attack strategy and negative ads. 4
In this study, the Independent candidate, Ross Perot, used a large number of positive ads
in his campaign. Therefore, the author believed that Perot's ads influenced the statistical
outcome of the challenger's use of positive and negative ads.
The study also found that challengers used more issue-related appeals that did not
mention the policy position of the candidates. Evidence from this study supports Joslyn's
finding concerning the content of political spot ads. Joslyn found that issue-related appeal
dominated the content of political commercials, but much of the issue content did not
mention the candidate's specific policy position.5 Challengers Clinton and Perot fully
utilized their advantage as challengers to attack the policies of the administration and
mentioned issues concerning the nation without offering any solutions for the problems.
"Criticism against opponent" appeals dominated the content ofboth incumbent and
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challengers' ads. This indicated that attacking opponents and using negative ads were
important themes in the 1992 presidential election.
In the negative advertising, Bush focused on attacking the character ofhis opponent,
and Clinton and Perot stressed the negative aspect ofBush's record and his stand on issues
and policies. Previous research did show that challengers often took an offensive position
on issues, called for change and attacked the record of the incumbent.6 However, earlier
research did not show that attacking the character of the opponents was an effective
strategy. Roddy and Garramone found that negative ads attacked political records, and
issue stands of opponents were considered by voters as fairer than an attack on the
opponent's personality. 7
The study also found that Bush tended to use "symbolic trapping, It "presidency stands
for legitimacy," and "competence of the office" strategies in his political commercials.
Bush also used more surrogate speakers in the political ads to convey his political
messages. On the other hand, Clinton and Perot applied strategy that created an "above
the trench" posture and emphasized their achievements.
The findings of this study are supported by earlier studies that showed incumbent
presidents often used symbolic trappings to transmit the importance of the office,
reinforced voter's images of them as tied to the office of the president and their
competence to be the nation's leader.8
The personal style ofthe candidate, the circumstances, and the philosophy ofthe
political consultants and ad creative teams all have contributed to form the style and
strategy used in the political commercials. In the 1992 presidential election, the study
found that incumbent George Bush liked to talk for himself in the ads, and depend on
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surrogate speakers more than his challengers, used either image or issue ads to convey his
political messages, attacked the character ofhis opponents, used more symbolic trapping
and stressed his competence for the office strategies. On the other hand, Clinton and
Perot used more anonymous announcers in the ads, tended to use ads that mostly
combined both image and issue information, talked about issues but did not mention any
solutions for the problems, attacked the record, stands on issues, and policy ofthe
incumbent, tried to create an "above the trench posture", and emphasized their
achievements.
Recommendations for Future Study
This study only looked at the rhetorical aspect of the commercials. Therefore, a
future study can investigate the production and video style of commercials between
incumbent and challenger. The role of commercials in the process of elections is another
area that needs to be investigated. According to Diamond and Bate political ads serve a
different function during the process of election.9 Therefore, it would be interesting to
know if there is a certain time period during the election for certain types of political
spots. Future study should also consider the influence of media consultants and the
advertising creative teams on the styles and strategies of political commercials. This study
is limited to the 1992 presidential campaign. Thus, future studies may consider analyzing
political ads from more than one presidential election or analyzing political ads from other
levels of elections. This study used televised political spots to examine the difference in
content of political commercials between incumbent and challengers. Therefore, future
9S
studies could examine other channels of political advertising such as print and radio to see
if the findings ofthis study still hold true.
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CODING SHEET
1. Coder Name:
2. Commercial ID:
3. Candidate name:
-------(1) George Bush
(2) Bill Clinton
(3) Ross Perot
4. Length of the commercial:
-----
5. Who sponsored the ad?
----(1) Independent sponsor
(2) Campaign committee
(3) Candidate's party
(4) Cannot determine
(5) Other (specify)
---------------
6. Who is speaking in the ad? (code for dominant speaker)
(1) anonymous announcer
(2) candidate
(3) surrogate speaker (public figure, private citizen, spouse or family member)
(4)com~n~ion~pecify)~~~~~~~~~~~~_
(5) others
7. What is the type of ad content? _
(1) image ad
(2) issue ad
(3) both image and issue
(4) cannot determine
8. Content ofappeal of the ad: (check all the applicable)
(1) Emphasis on partisanship of candidate
(2) Issue-related appeal with vague police position
(3) Issue-related appeal with specific police position
(4) Issue-related appeal that only mention issue concern without showing policy
position of the candidate.
(5) Personal character of candidate
(6) Emphasis on group reference
(7) Criticism against opponent
(8) Others_----------------
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9. Is there a particular issue emphasized in this ad?
10. What is the type of the ad? (code for dominant theme)
(1) Candidate-positive focused
(2) Opponent-negative focused
(3) Both positive and negative focused
(4) Cannot determine
11. If ad is opponent negative focused, what is the strategy of the attack?
________(check all the applicable)
(1) Attack on personal characteristics ofopponent
(2) Attack on issue stand, record, policy and consistency of opponent
(3) Attack on candidate's group affiliations/associations or showing the opponent with'
undesirable groups or individuals.
(4) The people against you
(5) Disparagement Humor
(6)Other(speci~)~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
12.Wh~h~r~eg~sarepresentinthead?~~_~~~~~~~~~(Check~1
the applicable)
(1) Use of symbolic trappings to transmit importance of office
(2) Presidency stands for legitimacy
(3) Competency and the office
(4) Charisma of the candidate
(5) Speaking to traditional values
(6) Appearing to represent the philosophical center of the party
(7) Consulting or negotiating with world leaders
(8) Using endorsements by party and other important leaders
(9) Emphasizing accomplishments
(10) Creating and maintaining "above the trenches" posture
(11) Depending on surrogates to speak
(12) Taking the offensive position on issues
(13) Attacking the record of the opponent
(14) attack the personality of opponent
(15) others (speci~)_---------------
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CODE BOOK
1. Coder Name: Your Name
2. Commercial ill: the number of commercial given on the list of ads
3. Candidate Name: Use the selection in the list
4. Length ofcommercial: record the actually time frame.
5. Who sponsored the ad?
----
.~1) Independent sponsor: An organization or group that is not directly linked with a
polItIcal party or a candidate's campaign organization.
(2) Campaign committee: Candidate's campaign committee~ citizen for candidate.
(3) Candidate's party: Party that linked to the candidate and sponsor the candidate.
(4) Cannot determine: No identify sponsor.
(5) Other (specify) _
6. Who is speaking in the ad? (Code for dominant speaker)
(1) an anonymous announcer: The announcer who speak behind the scene and do not
show his/her face and identity.
(2) candidate
(3) surrogate speaker: People who speak in the behavior of the candidate (public
figure, private citizen, spouse or family member)
(4) combination (specify) _
(5) other
7. What is the type ofad content? _
(1) Image ads: Ads th~t stress th~ candidate's characte~stics: persona1i~, hu~
qualities, etc. Such ads IJl1ght proclaIm or denoun~a candIdate ~ honesty, mtegnty,
competence, caring, trustworthy, intelligent, expenenced and active, etc.
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(2) Issue ad: Issue ads emphasize specific policy positions or express the candidate's
concerns about particular matters ofpublic concern.
(3) Both image and issue
(4) Cannot determine
8. Content of appeal of the ad? (check all the applicable)
(1) Emphasis on partisanship ofcandidate: ad identifies the candidate's party,
mentions other members ofthe same party.
(2) Issue-related appeal with vague police position: candidate express the issue
concern but vaguely express his/her policy preference. expo "I favor medial care, or a
better health care system, favor ofa strong national defense, favor ofconsumer
protection."
(3) Issue-related appeal with specific police position: candidate specifically express
his/her policy preference, or specific policy proposal. May suggest precise legislation or
action will take.
(4) Issue-related appeal only mention issue concern without showing the candidate's
policy position.
(5) Personal character ofcandidate: Emphasis the personal characteristics of
candidates.
(6) Emphasis on group reference: an attempt to link the candidate with certain
demographic groups.
(7) Criticism against opponent: ad emphasize the criticism of the opponent.
(8) Others _
9. Is there a particular issue emphasized in this ad?
exp.: economy, foreign policy, health care,
10. What is the type of the ad? (code for dominant theme)
(1) Candidate-positive focused: ads emphasize candidate's virtue, accomplishments,
and good quality.
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(2) O~ponent-negativefocused: ads emphasize opponent's negative quality, attack the
opponent s character, policy, issue standard, faults or their campaign
(3) both
(4) Cannot determine
11. If ad is opponent-negative focused, what is the strategy of the
attack? (check all the applicable)
(1) Attack on personal characteristics of opponent: ad attack the personality
characteristics ofthe opponent~ use of negative words denoting flaws in character of
opponent.
(2) Attack on issue stands, policy, record, and consistency of opponent: criticizes the
issue or policy stands of the opponent.
(3) Attack on candidate's group affiliations/associations: attacks the opponent's ties to
certain groups which have undesirable characteristics, members, philosophies.
(4) The people against You: people in the ads speak out to against the candidate. For
example: the voters tum against you, the home constituency turns against you (voters or
newspapers), the party faithful reject you and your own party primary opponents attack
you.
(5) Disparagement Humor: a candidate's intelligence, honesty, or political record may
be ridiculed.
(6) others (specify) _
12. Which strategies are present in the ad? _
(check all the applicable)
(1) Use of symbolic trappings to transmit importance ofoffice: candidates are surround by
bodyguards, use oftitle in addressing candidate, travel with entourage, images used that
somehow signify the candidate's official government position.
(2) Presidency stands for legitimacy: ads emphasize on the office ofthe presidency, its
legitimacy, the support and respect it is afforded.
(3) Competency and the office: candidate relays image ofa competent world leader;
capable ofmanaging the highest office.
(4) Charisma of the candidate: ads show the excitement and hoopla that follows the
candidate.
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(5) Speaking to traditional values: reinforcing majority value, the American dream.. family
value.
(6) Appearing to represent the philosophical center of the party: candidate has support of
his political party and represents its policies and platforms.
(7) Consulting or negotiating with world leaders: appears in ads with other world leaders.
(8) Using endorsements by party and other important leaders: party leaders speak on
behalf of candidate; link candidate with established, highly respected leaders.
(9) Emphasizing accomplishments: stressing the achievements of the candidate.
(10) Creating and maintaining "above the trenches" posture: candidate remains removed
from politics, aloof from political battle, rarely acknowledges existence ofany opponent,
refrains from confrontation with opponents.
(11) Depending on surrogates to speak: uses others to speak in the ad.
Taking the offensive position on issues: probing, questioning a candidate's issue position.
(12) taking the offensive position on issues:
(13) Attacking the record of the opponent:
(14) attack the personality of opponent:
(15) others: specify ---------------
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